Daspletosaurus Busts

Own A 3d Printed Bust Of The New Tyrannosaurid, Daspletosaurus Wilsoni

On Nov 25th 2022, we published a research paper describing a new species of tyrannosaurid dinosaur, *Daspletosaurus wilsoni*
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*New Species Of Tyrannosaur Hints At Ancestor Of T. Rex*

As preparation for one of the press release paintings, paleoartist Andrey Atuchin prepared a 3D model of the reconstructed head. We thought this was so nice we 3D printed it and were really pleased with the result!

We have arranged with Andrey to make 3D prints of this available for purchase. Andrey receives 12.5% of the gross, with remaining profits going into a fund for paleontology research at Badlands Dinosaur Museum. Each of the large prints takes 48hrs to print out, so these are therefore in limited supply (we need our printer for exhibit and research projects!).
Large Prints

- 40cm long
  - US$150 (plus shipping)

Medium Prints

- 22cm long
  - US$50 (plus shipping)

Quoted prices include ND sales tax. Prices do not include shipping. Shipping is added to order automatically (see order forms, below)

International Shipping
We ship internationally. Import duty may apply. Additional charge for insurance (if requested).

How to Pay
Please fill in the PayPal form - note that there are separate forms for USA and International shipping destinations.

[Click here for the USA order form]

[Click here for the INTERNATIONAL order form]

Even if you don't have a PayPal account, you should be able to pay with a credit card. Checks in US dollars made out to Dickinson Museum Center would be welcome, sent to Dickinson Museum Center, 188 E Museum Dr., Dickinson ND, 58601, USA.

Model details
Color: I have been printing these in very pale gray, which gives them a look like classic marble (see photos). I can also print them in medium or dark gray, depending on preference. The detail is more visible in medium or dark gray. If you are planning on painting your bust then print color should make no difference.
Mounting: The models are printed hollow and are very light in weight. The back of the models have four holes (see photo) which can be used to hang the bust on a wall. We recommend threading wire through the holes to make a loop for hanging. The bust can be filled with foam to make it sturdy, however this does add weight and the color of the foam can slightly show through the walls of the pale-colored busts. If should be fine.
Information on the printers:

- The large heads are printed on our Sonic Mega 8K 15" resin 3D printer (print area 33 x 18.5 x 40cm).
- The small heads are printed on our EPAX e10 4k 8.9" resin 3D printer (print area 19.2 x 12 x 25 cm).
- Both printers print each layer at 0.05mm thickness. Detail level (dpi) is comparable between the two printers as the small printer has fewer pixels, but is a smaller print plate.
- Both large and small heads are printed from the same 3D model, hence the smaller 22cm head has more detail per mm, since this is constrained by the detail of the original 3D model, not the 3D printer.

Copyright
The 3D model and any derivatives are copyright Andrey Atuchin and Badlands Dinosaur Museum (Dickinson Museum Center). Purchasers agree not to reproduce the model in any way.

About the artist
Head reconstruction by Andrey Atuchin, a Russian paleoartist working in Canada. More examples of his work can be seen on his Deviantart page.